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ABSTRACT: We present an electron tomography method
that allows for the identification of hundreds of electrocatalyst
nanoparticles with one-to-one correspondence before and after
electrochemical aging. This method allows us to track, in three-
dimensions, the trajectories and morphologies of each Pt−Co
nanocatalyst on a fuel cell carbon support. In conjunction with
the use of atomic-scale electron energy loss spectroscopic imaging,
our experiment enables the correlation of performance
degradation of the catalyst with changes in particle/interparticle
morphologies, particle−support interactions, and the near-surface chemical composition. We found that aging of the catalysts
under normal fuel cell operating conditions (potential scans from +0.6 to +1.0 V for 30 000 cycles) gives rise to coarsening of the
nanoparticles, mainly through coalescence, which in turn leads to the loss of performance. The observed coalescence events were
found to be the result of nanoparticle migration on the carbon support during potential cycling. This method provides detailed insights
into how nanocatalyst degradation occurs in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and suggests that minimization of
particle movement can potentially slow down the coarsening of the particles and the corresponding performance degradation.
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Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) represent
an attractive energy conversion technology, which is also

an environmentally friendly alternative to the internal com-
bustion engine used in automobiles.1,2 In a PEMFC, hydrogen
fuel is oxidized at the anode and oxygen is reduced at the
cathode to produce water and electricity. While the standard
reduction potential of O2 to H2O is +1.23 V, the kinetics of the
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) are notoriously slow, giving
rise to large overpotentials. As a result, much recent work has
focused on the improvement of the cathode’s electrocatalytic
activity by synthesizing nanoparticles composed of platinum
alloyed with a second element.3−6 Among these, one of the
most promising candidates is Pt3Co, which has been shown
both experimentally7 and theoretically8 to have a 2−4 fold
enhancement in the ORR kinetics relative to pure Pt. However,
the rapid degradation of the Pt3Co nanocatalyst results in
unacceptably short life times of the fuel cell.1 To date, the cost
and degradation of cathode catalyst are two of the major
barriers for the commercialization of PEMFCs. Therefore, it is
of great importance to understand the degradation mechanisms
of the nanocatalyst particles during electrochemical aging in a
fuel cell cathode. A great deal of past efforts have focused on
the ex situ study of the nanocatalyst after electrochemical aging
in a membrane electrode assembly (MEA, the electrochemical
interface of a fuel cell).9−11 In these experiments, the MEA was
sectioned for TEM analysis, making repeated observations on

the same particles impossible. Consequently, particle trajecto-
ries were not available, making it difficult to unravel the con-
current coarsening effects of particle coalescence and Ostwald
ripening.9−13 In addition, particle-support interactions are also
of great importance to the coarsening of the nanoparticles.14−16

However, with two-dimensional (2D) images alone, one cannot
determine how the catalyst particles are distributed on a three-
dimensional (3D) fuel cell carbon support.17−20

Herein, we present a 3D tomographic method that allows us
to track, in 3D, the trajectories and morphological changes of in-
dividual Pt−Co nanocatalyst particles on a fuel cell carbon
support, before and after electrochemical aging via potential
sweeps. To achieve this, we carried out the electrochemical
experiments directly on a TEM support grid.21−24 In essence, a
carbon-coated gold index grid was used as the working elec-
trode in a three electrode electrochemical cell (Figure 1a). The
fuel cell catalyst materials were deposited on the grid prior to
the electrochemical experiments. The grid (Figure 1b)
contained indexed windows, allowing us to perform electron
tomography on exactly the same region of the catalyst material
before (Figure 1c) and after (Figure 1d) aging, from which we
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were able to identify hundreds of nanoparticles in 3D with pre-
cise one-to-one correspondence. This enabled us to study the
coarsening evolution of the particles by tracking location
changes on the support surface, observing changes in particle
volume, and directly visualizing coarsening events. We found
that following extensive cycling of the Pt−Co catalysts under
normal fuel cell operating conditions (potential scan from +0.6
to +1.0 V for 30 000 cycles), the coarsening could be mainly
attributed to coalescence of the nanoparticles. Furthermore, the
observed coalescence and movement of the nanocatalyst
particles was found not to be the result of carbon support
degradation within our experimental resolution of 0.5−1.0 nm.
In addition, in order to detect changes in the near-surface
composition of the catalysts, we also performed atomic-scale
electron energy loss spectroscopic (EELS) imaging of the
nanoparticles from which we extracted the chemical composi-
tion of the near-surface volume of the particles after potential
cycling.
In our study, a carbon-coated gold TEM grid with indexed

windows (Figure 1b) was chosen as the working electrode. The
indexed windows facilitated the determination of locations of
the same catalyst materials before and after the electrochemical
aging (Figure 1c) in a three-compartment electrochemical cell
(Figure 1a). Gold grids were chosen because they are relatively
inert over the potential range of interest. To demonstrate that
the TEM grid is a reliable electrode, we characterized the grid
from two aspects. First, Supporting Information Figure 1Sa
presents a comparison of the voltammetric profiles of a gold

TEM grid and a gold disk electrode. Both profiles exhibited a
Au-oxide reduction peak at approximately +1.2 V (vs RHE),
which was characteristic of a gold surface. (In the rest of the
text, reported potentials are referenced to a RHE unless other-
wise specified.) The double-layer region exhibited a capacitive
response, which indicated that the surface of the grid was free
of contamination. Second, the cross-talk between the catalyst
material and the electrode should be minimal under the elec-
trochemical aging conditions of interest, that is, between +0.6
to +1.0 V in our experiments. Supporting Information Figure 1Sb
shows that, below +1.4 V, interference from the gold TEM
substrate was not significant, demonstrating the electrochemical
reliability of the grid. In addition to the cycling setup, it is cru-
cial to choose the appropriate electrochemical aging method. In
the case of platinum, previous studies have suggested that
potential cycling is more damaging than holding the potential at
a given value25,26 (Supporting Information Figure 2S), and that
a triangular waveform is more damaging than a square wave.27

Therefore, we chose to cycle the potential with a triangular
wave, so as to introduce more severe aging effects to the elec-
trocatalyst nanoparticles.
The aging experiment was performed at a scan rate of

50 mV/s, between +0.6 to +1.0 V (vs RHE), and a complete
cycle from +0.05 to +1.2 V was carried out immediately after
each thousand cycles to determine the electrochemical surface
area (ECSA) of the catalyst. The choice of aging window
of +0.6 to +1.0 V and 30 000 cycles is based on the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) accelerated stress test protocols

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the three electrode electrochemical cell. (b) The carbon-coated gold finder grid. (c,d) Bright-field TEM images of the
same Pt−Co fuel cell material (metallic nanocatalyst loaded on 3D carbon-black supports) identified before (c) and after (d) electrochemical aging.
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for PEMFCs.28 The electrochemical aging results are shown in
Figure 2a. Two key changes are highlighted by the blue and red
dashed circles. First, the hydrogen adsorption peak at around
+0.27 V in the anodic scan became sharper with aging. This
sharpening effect was ascribed to the nanocatalyst surfaces be-
coming more Pt rich. The EELS spectrum analysis further con-
firmed such an assertion (vide inf ra). Moreover, the hydrogen
adsorption peaks at higher potential increased at the expense of
those at lower potential. This is typically an indication of expo-
sure of different facets after the electrochemical treatment.29

The second feature to notice is the shift in the platinum oxide
reduction peak at around +0.8 V to more positive values. To
exclude the possibility that such a shift was due to the acid-
leaching of cobalt, a set of control experiments was carried
out on pure Pt nanocatalysts (i.e., no cobalt), as shown in
Supporting Information Figure 3S. The results indicate that the
positive shift of Pt oxide reduction peak could be observed both
in Pt3Co/C and Pt/C. Consequently, we ascribe the positive
shift of the Pt−O reduction peak not due to Co leaching. It was
speculated that such shift could be caused by the increase in the
size of the nanoparticles, as it has been previously reported that
a growth in the size of the nanoparticles is often accompanied
by a shift in the Pt−O reduction peak.30,31 In our study, accom-
panied by the size increase of some nanoparticles, the overall
surface area decreased, as suggested by the ECSA measurements

in Figure 2b. The ECSA was calculated by determining the
charges associated with the adsorption and desorption of
hydrogen between +0.05 and +0.40 V, assuming 0.21 mC/cm2

as the conversion factor for one monolayer of adsorbed
hydrogen. Upon electrochemical aging, platinum was first oxi-
dized to platinum oxide in the anodic scan (with an onset
potential around +0.80 V), and the oxide was subsequently
reduced back to platinum during the cathodic scan (with a peak
potential at around +0.80 V). The dissolution−redeposition
process results in a decrease in the ECSA.32 At the end of the
30 000 cycles, the ECSA had dropped to around 87% of its
initial value. This provides a direct indication of the overall
changes in the surface area of the nanocatalysts.
The ORR polarization curves on the Pt3Co/C nanocatalyst,

before and after different extents of aging cycles, are shown in
Figure 2c,d. The experiments were recorded on the same RDE
electrode in an O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution at a rota-
tion rate of 1600 rpm after regular intervals of electrochemical
aging. Metrics by which the activity of the nanocatalyst toward
the ORR can be assessed include the potential at half-maximum
kinetic current (E1/2), and the current at +0.85 and +0.90 V.
The last two can be used to evaluate the mass activity, by
normalizing the kinetic current to the mass of the nanocatalyst
on the electrode surface (Supporting Information Figure 3S for
more detail). We found that the E1/2 shifted in the negative

Figure 2. (a) Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of Pt3Co/C nanocatalyst, before electrochemical aging (0K), and after 3000 (3K, “K” represents 1000),
10K, 20K and 30K cycles (between +0.6 and +1.0 V) in 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The blue dashed-circle highlights the sharpening of
the H2 adsorption peak at ∼+0.27 V. The hydrogen adsorption peaks at higher potential increase at the expense of those at lower potential. It is an
indication the {100} facets grow at the expense of {111} facets.29 The red-dashed circle highlights the shift of the Pt−O reduction peak to more
positive potentials. (b) Plot of ECSA as a fraction of its initial value and as a function of the number of cycles, for experiments performed on a gold
grid. (c) RDE voltammograms of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) during the aging process in O2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution at a scan rate
of 5 mV/s and rotating rate of 1600 rpm. Inset is the magnification from +0.83 to +0.93 V. The shift in the potential at half-maximum kinetic current
(ΔE1/2) was 15 mV. (d) Percentile of mass activity calculated at +0.85 (red) and +0.90 V (blue) compared to its initial value during the aging
process.
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direction by about 15 mV and that the mass activity at +0.85
and +0.90 V decreased by 15−20% after 30 000 cycles of aging.
Such a loss in ORR activity was consistent with the ECSA
results. The degradation of the nanocatalyst was further con-
firmed by CO stripping (Supporting Information Figure 4S).
The CO oxidation peak shifted to lower potentials, suggesting
that the aging process resulted in an increase of the effective
particle size. By comparing the integrated area of CO oxidation
peak (Supporting Information Figure 4S), a 22% surface area
loss was also observed, which was in agreement with the ECSA
measurement.
Supporting Information Figures 5S−7S present bright-field

TEM comparisons of the Pt−Co nanocatalyst materials. Owing
to the labeled TEM tracing grid, it was possible to locate the
same areas before and after electrochemical aging. It has been
reported that carbon corrosion can play an important role in
the degradation of Pt-based nanocatalysts in an MEA,15,16 in
which the potential at the cathode could go significantly above
+1.0 V, especially under hydrogen starvation conditions, so the
carbon support can be oxidized. However, that was not the case
in our study. In the three-electrode system employed, control of
the potential upper limit during potential cycling was accurate
without ambiguity. As evident in the lower-magnification images
in Supporting Information Figure 7S, over the cycling range of
+0.6 to +1.0 V no large-scale degradation of the carbon support
was observed. From the higher-resolution images used for the

tomographic series (Supporting Information Figure 6Sc−e),
any changes to the support on a scale larger than 0.5−1 nm
could be excluded. However, we lack the 3D resolution to
detect atomic-scale (i.e., < 0.5 nm) changes on the curved sur-
faces of the support. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possi-
bility of atomic-scale changes of the support’s surface at the
particle−support anchoring point. In order to eliminate the
possibility that the coarsening may be caused by other effects
during the handle of TEM grid, a control experiment
(Supporting Information Figure 2S) was performed in which
the potential was held constantly at +1.2 V for 16 h after the
electrochemical aging. Virtually no change could be observed
from both TEM and ECSA measurements. Thus, the coars-
ening events were attributed to the potential cycling. In
Supporting Information Figure 5S, the particles circled in
yellow were suspected to have sintered during aging.
To further explore their chemical compositions, EELS mapp-

ing of those 17 spots after electrochemical aging was performed
and the results are present in Figure 3 (the detailed methods of
the EELS mapping can be found elsewhere12,33−35). A Pt-rich
shell was clearly observed with an average shell thickness
determined to be 0.85 ± 0.04 nm for single-core nanoparticles
and 0.93 ± 0.07 nm for multicore nanoparticles. Both numbers
correspond to a Pt shell thickness of 3−4 Pt monolayers (see
Supporting Information Figure 8S for more details on deter-
mining the Pt shell thickness). This final shell thickness is less

Figure 3. Pt3Co/C nanocatalyst after electrochemical aging. The overall bright-field transmission electron microscopy image is shown in the center,
with specific areas highlighted alongside Pt/Co chemical maps obtained by EELS. The relative Pt concentration is shown in red and the Co
concentration in green; yellow indicates a PtCo alloy. The arrow on the EELS map points out the position of the targeted particle from its carbon
support. The yellow circle on the number indicates particles that were coalesced. All images (except the overview) are to the same scale for easy
comparison.
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than the values in our previous study of the same starting
material where the Pt shells were found to grow from 2−3 mono-
layers to 5−8 monolayers.12,13 This is also not unexpected as the
aging conditions here were milder than our previous work;12,13

the upper potential limit was lowered to +1.0 from +1.2 V and
above, and the experiment was carried out at room temperature,
not 80 °C or higher.
EELS mapping is key for understanding how Pt is re-

deposited, that is, whether the nanoparticle coarsening is dominated
by Ostwald ripening or coalescence? In Ostwald ripening, larger
nanoparticles grow at the expense of smaller ones with the
small ones eventually being consumed. In such a scenario, a
single-core particle should be expected.36,37 On the other hand,
in coalescence, two or more particles merge together to form a
multicore particle.36,37 Since only Pt should be able to redeposit
over this potential range, the Pt-rich shell should be much
thicker in Ostwald ripening when compared to coalescence. If
Ostwald ripening played major role, then the shell thickness
on multicore particles should consequently be much larger
than on single-core particles. However, as we determined in a
statistical box plot (Supporting Information Figure 9S), no
obvious difference in shell thickness between multicore and
single-core nanoparticles could be observed. Therefore, we

conclude that the electrochemical aging in our study is mainly
dominated by coalescence.
Taking advantage of the distinctive dissolution and redeposi-

tion properties of Pt and Co, we found that coalescence played
a major role in the coarsening of the particles using atomic-
scale chemical mapping. However, the trajectories of the coal-
esced particles were still missing, which made it difficult to
understand the underlying driving force(s) for this particular
coarsening mechanism. To overcome this limitation, the elec-
tron tomography17−20 of a Pt−Co nanocatalyst region,
obtained at exactly the same location both before and after
electrochemical aging, is shown in Figure 4. The area was
chosen to be representative of a typical particle distribution and
carbon support morphology (Supporting Information Figures
6S and 7S). By overlaying the reconstructions before and after
the aging, we can directly visualize particle movement and coal-
escence (Figure 4a,b, and Supporting Information Movie 1S). It
is immediately evident that most particles did not move after
aging, which was confirmed by comparing the volume distri-
bution and nearest neighbor distances (Supporting Information
Figure 10S). The mean particle radius, around 3.2 nm, also did
not change significantly; any changes that may have occurred
were within the error of the measurement and represented no

Figure 4. One-to-one correspondence of nanocatalyst particles before (gold) and after (red) electrochemical aging, which is the same color scheme
used in all figures. (a) A 3D reconstruction of nanocatalyst particles, on the carbon support (violet) with projected 2D images shown at each side.
(b) Alternate viewing angle. (c−e) Several instances of nanocatalyst particle coalescence and migration, with particle positions indicated by arrows.
(f) One example of cropped volume from (a,b), showing how one nanocatalyst particle moves into the positive curvature (valley) from the negative
curvature (summit) of the catalyst support. The arrow points out the trajectory of the particle movement. Violet shading is the carbon support.
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more than one Pt monolayer (Supporting Information Figure
12S). The preservation of particle positions greatly facilitated
accurate alignment of the reconstructions in 3D. The large set
of fiduciary particles enabled an alignment fine enough to
detect even small movements (1−2 nm) on the carbon
support. A more dramatic example of particle migration is
visualized in Figure 4f, where a nanocatalyst particle “falls” from
the negative curvature (summit) into the positive curvature
(valley) of the carbon support. We suspect this movement is
likely driven by maximizing the contact area with the carbon
support.
The electrochemical results (hydrogen adsorption regions in

Figure 2a and Supporting Information Figure 3S) suggest that
the ratio of {100} to {111} facets increased during the cycling.
Tracking particles one-by-one, before and after electrochemical
aging, also reveals the coarsening mechanisms in the system.
We found that the majority of the coarsening events were
caused by particle coalescence, as illustrated in Figure 4c−e.
The particles were seen to both migrate and coalesce with adja-
cent particles. This is in contrast to Ostwald ripening, where the
particles dissolve and uniformly redeposit onto larger particles
nearby. After coalescence, there is a further diminution of
surface area that takes place during the dissolution−redeposi-
tion process when the connection between the coalesced parti-
cles is rounded off to minimize surface energy. This is best
seen in Figure 4d, where two separate particles clearly merged
uniformly. Such a result is in agreement with our previously
proposed particle−particle interaction between coalescence and
Ostwald ripening.12,13 It is important to note that isosurfaces
can sometimes be misleading with ill-chosen thresholds.
(Isosurfaces represent closed surfaces of a constant value within
a volume of space; it is a set of continuous function whose points
group is in 3D space). Therefore, in this study all coalescence
events were verified with the volumetric reconstruction data
(Supporting Information Figure 11S, Movie 2S and 3S). In
Supporting Information Figures 11Sd,e, a gap seen between
two particles suggests they were separate before aging, while the
disappearance of such a gap confirms that the two particles
were in contact with each other at the end of the cycles. This
faithfully substantiates our visualization of nanoparticle
coalescence in three-dimensions.
Although Ostwald ripening and coalescence might coexist

during electrochemical aging, it has been predicted that each of
them would dominate at different potentials.27,38 At a higher
cycling potential (i.e., in MEA with hydrogen starvation), the Pt
dissolution−redeposition was so severe that larger nanopart-
icles consumed smaller ones quickly. On the other hand, at a
lower cycling potential (i.e., our case) the migration of nano-
particles mainly took place to minimize the surface tension.
One way to address the complex question would be to cycle
the same nanoparticles to the potential higher than +1.4 V.
However, under such conditions our assumption that the gold
TEM grid was stable within the electrochemical aging ranges
would no longer be valid.
Moreover, it has been reported that one of the coarsening

mechanisms in Pt/Pt-alloy nanoparticle systems is carbon
corrosion.22,39,40 However, no obvious carbon degradation
at a scale larger than 0.5−1.0 nm was observed in our study
(Supporting Information Figures 6S and 7S), although we
cannot fully rule out any atomic-scale changes that might occur
on the surfaces of the carbon support. The possible explana-
tions for the contrast with previous studies are as follow. In
MEA studies, the potential cycling window can be easily altered

by hydrogen starvation and fuel crossover. This can cause the
potential at the cathode to be as high as +1.4 V. However, in
our well-defined three-electrode electrochemical system, the
control of the cycling window (+0.6 to +1.0 V) is accurate.
Therefore, the kinetics of carbon corrosion in this cycling
window could indeed be very slow.
In summary, we report for the first time a direct 3D visuali-

zation of nanoparticle trajectories before and after electro-
chemical aging based on TEM grid indexing. The growth in the
Pt shell thickness and observation of coalescence in 3D could
explain the decrease in electrochemically active surface area and
the loss of activity of Pt−Co nanocatalysts in fuel-cell cathodes.
The simplicity and rigor of the three electrode system helps to
rule out many factors that could take place in the MEA (such
as hydrogen starvation) and therefore establishes a direct
correlation between ECSA and activity loss with the sintering
behavior of nanocatalysts. The sintering processes were probed
by atomic-scale chemical mapping and 3D tomography. The
majority of the coarsening events were determined to be
coalescence but not Ostwald ripening. These findings suggest
that minimization of particle movement can potentially slow
down the coarsening of particles during the electrochemical
aging and will be of great assistance in the future design of
electrochemically durable fuel cell nanocatalysts and supports.
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